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offers. London, where capital is worshipped and youthful energy is spent on the treadmill of labour.

He first appeared in Middle-earth: Talion complies before being knocked to the floor from behind by the
Hammer and beaten. The Tower prevents the Hammer from killing Talion, but not from crushing his left hand
with his mace before knocking Talion out cold with a blow to the head. When Talion regains consciousness,
the Tower is seen holding down his son Dirhael whilst the Hammer restrains and beats Talion before the Black
Hand emerges, and slits the throats of Talion and his family, starting with his son Dirhael, before moving onto
Ioreth, and finally Talion himself. The next time the Tower is seen is during an assault on the Sea of Nurnen ,
where the Tower captures the female warrior, Lithariel. The Tower orders his Uruks to "hang her At another
assault, at Ered Glamhoth , the Tower is shown sitting inside his fortress, where he is confronted by the ranger
and ringmaker. During this encounter he order them to bow to him, promising to deliver them to the Dark
Lord "unspoiled" before Celebrimbor declares they "bow to no one. In response, the Tower declares that there
was "no need" before he tells Talion that that Celebrimbor had deceived him, and that the ringmaker chose
Talion as his vessel to act his revenge on Sauron and his armies, and that he could release Talion at any time.
Despite this, Talion persists in attempting to make the Tower fight as he turns back to him with his sword still
raised and adopting a fighting stance, to which the Tower sighs and stands up, telling Talion "as you wish"
before he teleports away, spawning several clones of himself scattered around his fortress. When Talion
approaches however, the Tower returns to his true form and attempts to brand Talion, declaring he would
never see his family again. Appearance Edit As his name suggests, the Tower is of great stature, towering over
most men including his fellow Black Captains. He is also the most grotesque and tortured looking of all the
Black Captains. His skin is deathly gray and his lips are either rotting away or being stretched apart. His
mouth resembles that of the Mouth of Sauron, though disformed to a greater degree. He is bald and has
piercing blue eyes. His armor is fused to his skin and does not grow with him, causing excruciating agony. He
has a metal apparatus on his mouth, preventing it from closing, possibly contributing to its deformity. He has
four swords impaled in his back, the two on the end adorned with two banners made from the faces of slain
enemies. He has a headdress that seems to be implanted into his head. Personality Edit The Tower is a
representation of the cruelty and pain of Sauron. He is shown as a cruel and merciless character. It is thought
that the source of his ceaseless cruelty is the pain his armor inflicts on him. It is also possible that it has
reached the point that it affects him no longer, making him an associate to pain and finding pleasure in the
pain of others. His voice has a low and calm tone that automatically betrays his true nature, he does
occasionally raise his voice in anger when the need arises. Skills and Abilities Edit The Tower can drain his
foes, is capable of teleportation, and is a master of illusions. He is also extremely strong, as when Talion fails
to brand him, he keeps punching Talion enough to disable him and brand him. It is possible to dominate this
Orc instead of killing him.
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2: The Last Word--William Browder: Fighting the Shadows
This page contains details about Fallen London Actions. From: The Secrets of Journalists You've found out that the
Careworn Journalist and the Hacking Reporter meet once a month, at a bare-knuckle fight.

Overview[ edit ] Hank B. Marvin, lead guitarist of the Shadows The Shadows were formed from members of
late s UK skiffle groups: Originally the backing band for Cliff Richard, "The Shadows" became an
instrumental combo in their own right following their success with the Jerry Lordan composition " Apache ".
Because of low sales and fans demanding Shadows numbers at gigs, the Shadows re-formed in with Bennett
as a full member and various extra musicians. The group disbanded again in but re-formed in â€”05 for a UK
and continental European tour [4] [5] [6] [7] and again during â€”10 to tour and release an album with a 50th
anniversary reunion with Richard. They had no bass player. Samwell wrote the first hit, " Move It ", often
mistakenly attributed to "Cliff Richard and the Shadows". Initially, Norrie Paramor wanted to record using
only studio musicians but after persuasion he allowed Smart and Samwell to play as well. The second single,
Jet Black, was released in the States as by The Four Jets to avoid further legal aggravation, but a new band
name was urgently needed. From The Story of the Shadows: Further hits followed, notably " Wonderful Land
", another Lordan composition with orchestral backing, at the top of the charts for eight weeks. This group,
referred to subsequently as "the Original Shadows", had seven hits. In October , Meehan left to be a producer
at Decca records. He was replaced by Brian Bennett. This Shadows line-up also produced seven hits, two of
which, " Dance On! The Marvin-Welch-Bennett-Locking line-up lasted 18 months. See The Shadows
discography. Meanwhile, Harris and Meehan teamed up at Decca as an eponymous duo to record another
Lordan instrumental, " Diamonds ". It rose to UK no. During , the ex-Shadows were competing in the charts
with their former bandmates. The Shadows had met John Rostill on tour with other bands and had been
impressed by his playing, so they invited him to join. This final and longest-lasting line-up was the most
innovative as they tried different guitars and developed a wider range of styles and higher musicianship. They
produced albums but the chart positions of singles began to ease. The line-up had ten hits, but the most
successful, " The Rise and Fall of Flingel Bunt ", was also the first of those ten. They appeared in pantomime:
Their film and stage roles allowed the group to develop as songwriters. The group taped all six performances
in the TV studio before the series itself began, with the video cut into the weekly show. For the presentation of
the songs on week seven and the announcement of the result on week eight, the pre-recorded performances
were run again. Welch sang lead and let the world know when, forgetting a couple of words, he turned to
colleagues and said "I knew it" in range of his microphone. Rarities with sleeve notes by John Friesen. Francis
left after that tour and the line-up settled as Marvin, Welch and Bennett, supplemented on records and gigs by
Cliff Hall keyboards and Alan Jones bass. It was this line-up that reunited with Cliff Richard for two concerts
at the London Palladium in March Highlights of the concert, including four solo Shadows tracks, were
released the following year on the top ten charting album Thank You Very Much. The first album released
under Polydor was the aptly titled " Change of Address " in September This top ten album consisted entirely
of cover songs. The album spent 16 weeks on chart peaking at number 6. Brian Bennett resigned from the
group just before the group were to embark on what would be their final tour for 14 years with Marvin Welch
and Bennett going their separate ways on 1 December following the final concert in Southampton. This
opportunity to see Marvin, Welch and Bennett, joined on keyboards by Cliff Hall and on bass by Mark
Griffiths , was successful enough that they extended the tour to continental Europe in The line-up was almost
the same, except that Warren Bennett , son of Brian, came in on keyboards instead of Hall. On 11 December ,
Richard and the Shadows performed at the Royal Variety Performance , at the same time announcing their
forthcoming 50th anniversary tour. A new album, Reunited, featuring mostly rerecorded versions of their own
hits, reached number four in the UK album chart in Style and image[ edit ] The Shadows are difficult to
categorise because of their stylistic range, which includes pop , rock , surf rock and ballads with a jazz
influence. Most tunes are instrumental rock , with a few vocal numbers. Their rhythmic style is primarily on
the beat , with little syncopation. They allowed Vox to produce metallic badges in a script typeface, with the
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group name on the front bottom right corner of all three Vox cabinets sometime during the early s. This badge
became the "default" band logo but was never commercially exploited by the group. The Shadows never used
the logo on the front of the bass drum, preferring to allow Meehan and Bennett to use their names instead.
Belatedly, the logo was used once on the front artwork of the original studio album Specs Appeal. As of , the
logo still remains untrademarked and uncopyrighted. The original artwork group silhouette was modified each
time a member changed: During the s, EMI dropped the silhouettes, preferring to use three guitar necks or
colour photos of the Shadows. During the later s, Polydor used a red Fender Stratocaster with white scratch
plate as a symbol. On the show was this black American band called the Treniers. Hank Marvin and I were at
the back, and we were really impressed at the way the saxophone players moved in unison, taken, I suppose,
from the Glenn Miller days. It looked fantastic and we thought, "We must do something like that because it
looks so interesting from the front. It has been copied by other groups as part of their Top of the Pops
performances, notably Mud , the Rubettes , Showaddywaddy and Yellow Dog. This was varied throughout a
gig during certain numbers, for example "FBI". During the s, rather than play in a static posture during an
instrumental number, or using the walk, their live act was refined to include another movement. This featured
Marvin, Welch and the bassist moving their guitars in time, or in sequence, with note or chord changes.
Occasionally, during other instrumentals, this guitar presentation is re-engineered with Marvin and Welch
acting out of sequence or alternating. Stage names[ edit ] During the late s in the UK, it was a common
practice for pop stars to adopt a stage name, and several members of the original Cliff Richard and the
Shadows did so:
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3: Shadows of London - Chapter 1 - SockFightChampion01 - Downton Abbey [Archive of Our Own]
It reads like the script of Kick Ass, but London has its very own caped crusader, cleaning up the city's filth in the dead of
the night. The Evening Standard has been reporting on a masked vigilante emerging from the shadows to fight crime
over the past few weeks and the man - previously dubbed 'The.

These are at random, and appear in a random order. The actual strategy varies from character to character â€”
as you are only allowed to attempt the Pit Fights with one character in the party. The pit fights are easiest to
complete with Yuri and the most difficult to complete with Alice. The recommended level to attempt the pit
fights is level 25, although they can be attempted and beaten earlier. It is advisable to have the best possible
weapons and armour equipped. A Rosewood bracelet should be equipped against Paralysis and a Bell Bracelet
should be equipped to protect against Silence. The last accessory should be a coral or jade lariat as Ring
Abnormalities will likely occur. Monster sets can be split into two: The difficult monsters are: Wind and Li Li.
Early boss monsters such as Yamaraja: Earth and Beast Dog should not cause much damage to your character,
but can take a little long to defeat. The strategy for easy monsters should be this: Kill all monsters with
physical attacks but one. If you are low on HP and MP, now is the time to recover. Then kill the last monster.
For early boss monsters, the strategy should be the same. Take them out quickly by playing to their
weaknesses if possible using Water spells against Beast Dog and Fire spells against Yamaraja: If you fight the
Kappas, use all-party attacks to take out the Kappas before attacking the Water Tiger, as they will using
healing moves. Heal as necessary in these kind of fights. Wind is very strong against physical moves â€” you
need to use magic against it to do decent damage before losing SP. Have Margarete use Grenade. He will both
deal and take most damage as Tornado and deal and take least damage as Raging Tiger. Alice should use
Blessed Light. Earth, however you should beware of Paralysis and Hate Storm if you are using Alice. Yuri and
Margarete should concentrate on dealing physical damage. Yuri could fuse into Death Emperor to increase his
attack ability while still remaining resistant to Hate Storm. If Yuri can transform into Raging Tiger and use
Chi Shield, it means he will take less damage from attacks and have to heal less frequently. Due to Ring
Abnormalities being present, it is probably best to stick with attacks that you are familiar with the Judgment
Ring for. Like fighting Li Li, having Yuri and Margarete concentrate on physical attacks, and Zhuzhen and
Alice concentrate on magical attacks is the quickest way to defeat these monsters. They beging to become
avaialbe once you have completed Calios Mental Hospital. There are various rewards for completing the Pit
Fights -it is different for each character- including a Crucifix. After completing Nemeton Monsatery , more
monsters will appear. After this initial bout, the player will be allowed to select which character should
complete a pit fight. They will battle 10 times in a row. The 10 battles will be 10 of the following:
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4: AP: 'Dark Cloud' over Supreme Court After Kavanaugh Confirmed - Breitbart
Passing all of them by, seen but unnoticed, he ducked around a corner into the shadows of the alley. He found it funny
how, just be stepping around a wall, one could enter into a completely different world.

The people, the area, his clothes, everything. Even the rain felt wrong on his skin and tasted wrong when he
got some in his mouth. It was dirty with factory smoke and soot. Nothing was familiar here. He gripped the
sides of the torn jacket he wore and tugged it closer to his body, trying to keep warm until he could find
shelter. Wherever that would be. His stomach growled and he wrapped his arms tighter about his middle to
ease the pain. He stumbled aside and kept on his way, nearly toppling over in the process. He had to find a
workhouse. He could at least get a job for a brief period of time, maybe enough to get some food in his
stomach and a bed, but not much else. It had been a long time since anything felt natural to him. The first
thing he could remember was waking up in a ditch cold and wet in only a ripped shirt and trousers. That had
been the start of his wanderings around the city. Time had been a blur ever since. In and out of workhouses
and homes for those too poor to care for themselves. Or, at least, he was now. A life among the poor of
England, scrounging for food from wherever it could be found, begging for scraps and bits of money, able to
only take on temporary work, was not what he thought of when he tried to piece together where he had come
from. He was beginning to get frustrated with how little he knew of himself. Lifting his eyes up, he glanced
around in search of a workhouse he could duck into. Seeing nothing, he stopped and released a weary sigh.
There was nothing around. Despite the fact that he was surrounded by shelter, he would never be taken in. He
glanced around, considering briefly whether or not he might be able to pass a night in one of the back alleys. It
would be cold, and likely wet, but he would probably live to see another sunrise. He turned aside from the
busy street to head back towards the nearest darkened inroad, shivering all the while. It was getting late and
clouds had overrun the sky, spitting cruelly upon those unfortunate ones like himself who were out of doors.
Sighing, he continued on his way, squinting and keeping his head low to prevent rain from getting in his eyes.
Passing all of them by, seen but unnoticed, he ducked around a corner into the shadows of the alley. He found
it funny how, just be stepping around a wall, one could enter into a completely different world. No one in the
higher classes would dare set foot beyond the invisible boundary he had just crossed as if it were the most
natural thing in the world. Now that he was relatively sheltered, he stopped and leant against a wall, just to get
his bearings and rest for a moment. He shut his eyes briefly, just letting the sounds sink in around him. Motor
cars bumping up and down the lane, an occasional horse and cart. Rain striking endlessly at the cobblestones.
A scuffle at the other end of the alleyâ€¦ It took him a moment to register the last one fully. Once he did, his
eyes snapped open and he pushed off the wall, glancing down the shadowy street. Squinting, he made out four
hazy figures. Three of them were big brutish shadows, but the fourth was substantially smaller as it fell to the
ground with an audible thump and splash. He flinched and hugged his arms over his chest, telling himself it
would be better to simply turn away and not get involved. Still, no matter how he tried to tear his gaze away,
he just could keep his eyes from flitting to the man being beaten on the alley floor. Suddenly, his feet were
moving before he could stop them. Keeping to the wall, he approached them as quietly as he could manage.
The closer he got, the better look he got at the attackers. No, these men looked like The man on the ground
began to speak up against them. I know nothing, I swear it! His shoe scuffed against the pavement and they
stopped their assault on the man lying prone on the ground and their heads shot up. His breath stuttered and he
shrunk back towards the wall, fear coiling in his stomach. All three of them stalked forward, their faces
impossible to make out in the darkness. He was reminded of a pack of wild dogs as they advanced on him and
he tried his best to back out of the alley. In his heart, he wanted to stand, and maybe fight if he had to, but his
mind beat wildly against the notion and was winning. His eyes darted wildly from figure to figure as they
separated and began to flank him. A jolt of trepidation and sheer terror speared through his gut and he
swallowed thickly, trying to keep them from seeing how his hands shook. Then one of them spoke. He felt his
heart drop. Men from the high end of society could be particularly cruel to nobodies like him. The first blow
struck him in the jaw and he winced as his head snapped to the side with the force. The man who had struck
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him had to be wearing a ring of some kind. He would be feeling the bruise for weeks most likely. If he lived
long enough, that is. The second strike came, not from a hand, but from a cane of some sort. Likely the
ornamental head. Again, his head was jerked to the side, but this time a different kind of sting hit him.
Something warm and viscous slid down from the bridge of his nose and under his left eye. He hissed as the
bruised area throbbed violently and he screwed his eyes shut. The air left him as the one holding him up
delivered a powerful upper cut to his midsection. Gasping for breath, he attempted to regain his bearings as the
world swam. The Assassins will be on us at any moment. Instantly the hand that was on his shirt disappeared
and he crumpled to the ground from the lack of support. Though his vision was fuzzy and everything around
him blurred together, he still caught the flash of silver and the sounds of a blade being driven into flesh. Three
loud thumps were heard and then nothing for a moment. He tried to push himself into a sitting position, but he
was having some trouble, what with the pain in his stomach. Glancing up, he was met with the sight of a man
clad almost entirely in black, the look only broken up by a grey waistcoat and a red sash. Sliding back toward
the wall, he moved to get as far away from the new stranger as he could. The man held up his hands and
crouched down to his height so they would have been eye level if he could have seen his eyes. He glanced at
the man and swallowed. The man chuckled and straightened up in one smooth motion. He moved over to him
with an almost catlike grace, and extended a gloved hand for him to take. Despite the blatantly obvious fact
that this man was behind dangerous, he accepted it, and the man helped pull him back onto his feet. Keeping
near the wall, he was able to remain upright this time when the man let go of him. He followed a short ways
behind, close enough to hear their brief exchange after the man was in a sitting position. The other man
chuckled and clapped him on the shoulder gently before straightening up. Go home and get some rest. The
man on the ground nodded and got to his feet before limping off with surprising speed down the alley and
disappearing in the shadows. Swallowing, he thought for a moment before responding. The man quirked a
brow. It had become a nervous habit, he supposed. The man gave a small laugh and his eyes sparkled with
mirth. Suddenly, there was a hand on his shoulder. He looked up and saw the two dark eyes, still sparking, but
not with mirth. I can give ya the next best thing, though. The man smiled again. I wanted to run! The man
simply shook his head. You stood your ground, even though ya may have been terrified. And you meant to
help him. It would be easier work than he was used to, perhaps. Taking a deep breath, he nodded and pushed
off the wall. Grinning from ear to ear, the man extended his hand and he accepted it in a handshake.
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5: The Shadow Effect () - IMDb
It wasn't just London that the candidates thought needed to be "put in the shadows," however. For Labour's Snell,
Birmingham and Manchester also had to be put in their place. "It's not just London," he explained.

Then, out of nowhere, a man about 6ft tall, dressed in black combat-style trousers and a tight muscle top, and
wearing a black bandana mask, came running towards them. He kicked the biggest of my attackers to the
ground, which must have knocked the wind out of him. Then he grabbed one of the others and swung him into
the other one, and pushed them both into a prickly hedge. They were both screaming in pain. A couple of
drunk geezers were punching and kicking some other geezer. From what I overheard, it was about cash being
owed. A tall geezer came running in wearing all black, with his face covered up as well. He grabbed one of
them, attacking him, and put some kind of ninja lock on him. The geezer getting beaten up ran like a nutter,
and with both the fellas on the floor the masked geezer scarpered quickly away himself. My mates all called
me a nutter when I told them, but I know it happened. As a young boy I always enjoyed The Shadow, so if any
name then that one kind of makes some sense. I patrol lots of areas around London, and in some areas the
police are much better than others. He refused to reveal his true identity for fear of putting his family in
danger. I have seen the world get increasingly dangerous and unstable. We all need to stand up and be
counted, not stand by when people need us. Let us please try to leave a better world for our children and learn
from our previous mistakes instead of making the same ones over and over again. Just raise a glass or
something and then forget about it and get on with your lives - I wish you all well. Do you feel safer in
London because of him? Will the bad guys go after him? Stay tuned to find out.
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6: London Stadium a hindering shadow for West Ham in their PL fight
The mysterious masked hero known previously as the 'Bromley Batman' has come forward, days after the Standard told
of a vigilante crime fighter taking the law into his own hands in the London borough.

With Kavanaugh taking the place of the more moderate Anthony Kennedy, conservatives should have a
working majority of five justices to restrict abortion rights, limit the use of race in college admissions and rein
in federal regulators. The newly constituted court also might broaden gun rights, further relax campaign
finance laws and halt the expansion of the rights of LGBT people, who three years ago won the right to marry
nationwide with Kennedy in the majority. Yet Kavanaugh may have a hard time putting behind him the
tumultuous confirmation process, which ended with the Senate voting to confirm him Saturday, the narrowest
margin of victory for a Supreme Court nominee in years. That cloud stems from allegations of sexual assault
and other inappropriate behavior by Kavanaugh while he was in high school and college, along with his
politically charged testimony that labeled the look into his past a political hit job by Democrats. Kavanaugh
has forcefully denied any inappropriate behavior with women. He also acknowledged in a Wall Street Journal
column that some of his testimony went too far, but did not apologize for anything he said. The bitter partisan
fight over the confirmation could continue in another form if Democrats take control of the House after the
November elections. Key House Democrats have said they would investigate Kavanaugh. A potential early
test is two cases involving state efforts to strip public money from Planned Parenthood. The justices are
considering appeals from Kansas and Louisiana. Lower courts have blocked the states from going forward.
The court could announce Tuesday that it has rejected the appeals, if the justices voted that way in their
private conference Friday. But they also could defer action to allow Kavanaugh to weigh in. It is far from
certain that the court will move precipitously on this or any high-profile issue. The justices could look for
cases that are more likely to produce consensus, including those about privacy protections in the digital age,
Clement said. In coming months, the issue of drawing political districts for partisan advantage will return to
the court in a case from North Carolina. Last term, the justices failed to set limits on the practice known as
partisan gerrymandering in cases from Maryland and Wisconsin. Kennedy was seen as the conservative justice
most likely to side with liberals on the issue. His retirement dimmed the hopes of proponents of such limits.
New state restrictions on abortion could make their way to the Supreme Court soon, along with challenges to
the Affordable Care Act and protection from deportation for young immigrants. The leader of an anti-abortion
group that supported Kavanaugh foreshadowed the fight to come in a statement issued just after the
confirmation vote. That was true with Kennedy on the bench, but he voted with the liberals in cases that
preserved abortion rights and affirmative action, expanded LGBT rights and limited capital punishment. Chief
Justice John Roberts has been especially sensitive to portrayals of the court as a political institution. That
perception has waxed and waned over the years, but it was particularly strong following the Bush v. On a
practical level, the four liberal justices need a vote from the right side of the court in which they otherwise
divide on the familiar ideological fault lines. I saw him rule in favor of criminal defendants who were
unsympathetic.
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7: Stoke-on-Trent by-election candidates fight to put 'London in the shadows'
But with it comes the shadow of a bitter confirmation fight that is likely to hang over the court as it takes on divisive
issues, especially those dealing with politics and women's rights.

Barton-Wright had previously also studied " boxing , wrestling , fencing , savate and the use of the stiletto
under recognised masters", reportedly testing his skills by "engaging toughs street fighters until he was
satisfied in their application. As it became established in London, the art expanded to incorporate combat
techniques from other jujutsu styles as well as from British boxing, Swiss schwingen , French savate and a
defensive la canne stick fighting style that had been developed by Pierre Vigny of Switzerland. Bartitsu also
included a comprehensive physical culture training system. Judo and jujitsu, which are secret styles of
Japanese wrestling, I would call close play as applied to self-defence. In order to ensure, as far as it is possible,
immunity against injury in cowardly attacks or quarrels, one must understand boxing in order to thoroughly
appreciate the danger and rapidity of a well-directed blow, and the particular parts of the body which are
scientifically attacked. The same, of course, applies to the use of the foot or the stick. Judo and jujitsu were not
designed as primary means of attack and defence against a boxer or a man who kicks you, but are only to be
used after coming to close quarters, and in order to get to close quarters it is absolutely necessary to
understand boxing and the use of the foot. Bartitsu Club[ edit ] Between and , Barton-Wright set about
publicizing his art through magazine articles, interviews and a series of demonstrations or "assaults at arms" at
various London venues. Kaneo Tani and Yamamoto soon returned to Japan, but Yukio Tani stayed and was
shortly joined by another young jujutsuka, Sadakazu Uyenishi. Swiss master-at-arms Pierre Vigny and
wrestler Armand Cherpillod were also employed as teachers at the Club. As well as teaching well-to-do
Londoners, their duties included performing demonstrations and competing in challenge matches against
fighters representing other combat styles. Laing of the 12th Bengal Infantry, who subsequently wrote an article
on Bartitsu stick fighting techniques which was published in the Journal of the United Service Institution of
India. Barton-Wright later reported that, during this period, he had challenged and defeated seven larger men
within three minutes as part of a Bartitsu demonstration he gave at St. He said this feat earned him a
membership in the prestigious Bath Club and also a Royal Command to appear before Edward, Prince of
Wales. This process was similar to the modern concept of cross-training and it can be argued that Bartitsu
itself was more in the nature of a cross-training system than a formal martial arts style. Savate and boxing
methods were used to segue between these two ranges, or as a means of first response should the defender not
be armed with a walking stick. These sports were evidently also practiced so that Bartitsu students could learn
how to defend against them through the use of jujutsu and Vigny stick fighting. The Bartitsu stick fighter
would often incorporate close combat techniques such as trips, throws and takedowns, which probably
represent a fusion of the Vigny stick system with jujutsu. Barton-Wright spoke of having modified the
techniques of boxing and savate for self-defence purposes, as distinct from academic and fitness training or
sporting competition, referring to guards that would cause an attacking boxer to injure his own fists and to
defences that would cause an attacking kicker to damage his own leg. Thus, the tactics of the unarmed Bartitsu
practitioner were to mount an aggressive defence, employing damaging variations of standard boxing and
savate guards, and then to finish the fight with jujutsu, which Barton-Wright evidently viewed as a type of
secret weapon during an era in which his Shaftesbury Avenue academy was the only place in England where it
could be learned. Decline[ edit ] Despite his enthusiasm, Barton-Wright seems to have been a mediocre
promoter and by March , the Bartitsu Club was no longer active as a martial arts school. It is likely that
Barton-Wright had simply overestimated the number of wealthy Londoners who shared his interest in exotic
self-defence systems. It may also be significant that a major exhibition presented by members of the Bartitsu
Club at St. After a late start, there was confusion and then a vehement public argument about the arrangements
made for refereeing a wrestling match as part of the display. After breaking with Barton-Wright, purportedly
due to an argument and a fight, Tani also continued his work as a professional music-hall wrestler under the
shrewd management of William Bankier, a strength performer and magazine publisher who went by the stage
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name of "Apollo". This fad lasted until the beginning of World War I and served to introduce Japanese martial
arts into Western popular culture. In Conan Doyle had revived Holmes for a further story, The Adventure of
the Empty House , in which Holmes explained his victory over Professor Moriarty in their struggle at
Reichenbach Falls by the use of "baritsu, or the Japanese system of wrestling, which has more than once been
very useful to me". The term "baritsu" did not exist outside the pages of the English editions of The Adventure
of the Empty House and a London Times newspaper report titled "Japanese Wrestling at the Tivoli", [18]
which covered a Bartitsu demonstration in London but misspelled the name as baritsu. A third possibility is
that Conan Doyle may have used the London Times article as source material, copying the "baritsu"
misspelling verbatim, particularly in that he had Holmes define "baritsu" as "Japanese wrestling", which was
the same phrase used in the newspaper headline. Given the enormous popularity of the Sherlock Holmes
stories, the fact that Holmes credited his survival and victory against Moriarty to "baritsu", and the fact that E.
Barton-Wright spent the remainder of his career working as a physical therapist specialising in innovative and
sometimes controversial forms of heat, light, and radiation therapy. He continued to use the name "Bartitsu"
with reference to his various therapeutic businesses. Barton-Wright was a man ahead of his time. He was
among the first Europeans known to have studied the Japanese martial arts , and was almost certainly the first
to have taught them in Europe, the British Empire or the Americas. A similar philosophy of pragmatic
eclecticism was taken up by other early 20th-century European self-defence specialists, including Percy
Longhurst, William Garrud and Jean Joseph-Renaud, all of whom had studied with former Bartitsu Club
instructors. Barton-Wright is also remembered as a pioneering promoter of mixed martial arts or MMA
contests, in which experts in different fighting styles compete under common rules. According to Gordon,
there were two similar clubs in the neighbouring towns of Solihull and Tipton , possibly all instructed by a
teacher named Frank Small. A survival or revival of Bartitsu stick fighting during this period would be
significant in that the art was otherwise almost entirely forgotten during the midth century. Also in that year,
Bartitsu stick fighting demonstrations were added to the educational displays performed at the Royal
Armouries in Leeds , U. In , an international association of Bartitsu enthusiasts, known as the Bartitsu Society,
[29] was formed to research and then revive E. The Society approaches Bartitsu research and training via two
related fields, those of canonical Bartitsu the self-defence sequences that were detailed by Barton-Wright and
his associates â€” and neo-Bartitsu modern, individualised interpretations drawing from the canon but
reinforced by the training manuals produced by former Bartitsu Club instructors and their students between
and the early s. Thus, the revival is considered to be a deliberately anachronistic , collaborative, open-ended
and open source project. Associated interests include the study of the martial arts as Victorian and Edwardian
social history. The Bartitsu Society communicates via an email group established by author Will Thomas and
individual members offer practical seminars and training courses in Bartitsu fighting techniques. From
onwards, members of the Bartitsu Society began to teach seminar courses in various aspects of the art at stage
combat and martial arts conferences throughout the world. Lang and Jean Joseph Renaud. Barton-Wright and
to furthering the revival of Bartitsu. In October , the Bartitsu Society launched the Bartitsu. In , a seminar tour
was arranged to raise awareness of Bartitsu. Barton-Wright and his self-defence arts, which was released in
March The Lost Martial Art of Sherlock Holmes [40] is a feature-length documentary detailing the history,
decline and modern revival of Bartitsu, with particular reference to its association with Sherlock Holmes. Host
Tony Wolf travels between locations in Europe including the Swiss Reichenbach Falls and the adjacent town
of Meiringen , London , Haltwhistle , Rome and Amantea , explaining the origins and heyday of Bartitsu via
narration, animated graphics , re-enactments, archival photographs and interviews. Additional footage shot in
Italy and the United States illustrates the modern revival of Bartitsu as a recreational martial art. Baritsu has
been incorporated into numerous Sherlock Holmes-inspired pastiche novels and short stories and also into the
rules of several role-playing games set during the Victorian and Edwardian eras. Richard Ryan, the fight
choreographer for the movie Sherlock Holmes , has described the "neo-Bartitsu" developed for that project as
being a combination of "Chinese Boxing Wing Chun , swordplay and elements of Brazilian Jujitsu. This is
way before martial arts took off anywhere in Europe. You can actually look it up on the Internet. With the use
of surprise. The fight choreography for the sequel, Sherlock Holmes: A Game of Shadows bore an even closer
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resemblance to historical Bartitsu. In the first episode of the third season, Sherlock Holmes alludes to a
"system of Japanese wrestling" as the second of thirteen scenarios that might have allowed him to survive his
rooftop encounter with Moriarty. The graphic novel trilogy Suffrajitsu: The art is heavily referenced in the
graphic novels themselves and in three novellas and short stories inspired by the graphic novels; The Second
Story Girl, Carried Away and The Isle of Dogs. Andre Nowzick played by Paul Scheer is announced as a
Bartitsu enthusiast and later demonstrates a surprising proficiency in the martial art, defeating four heavily
armed thugs in a spectacular back-alley brawl via a combination of stick fighting and jiujitsu. In February , a
"Bartitsu" cane fighting variation was announced for the character Bo Rai Cho in the Mortal Kombat video
game series. Aiden English and Simon Gotch , known collectively as The Vaudevillains , are professional
wrestlers signed to NXT and WWE who incorporate Bartitsu, or "Victorian Era Martial Arts" as some
announcers have described, into their wrestling style mainly with stances and selective attacks. They espouse a
gimmick of wrestlers from the early 20th century such as Karl Gotch. In the film Kingsman: Essays by
Barton-Wright[ edit ].
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In his most diabolical plan yet, Dr. Eggman decides to band together with all of Sonic's enemies. Shadow the Hedgehog,
joins the fight. CN GAMES: http://bit.

Seven years earlier London had won the bid to host the Olympic Games, but while the nation turned delirious
at the decision, the formalities of choosing a site for the main venue had created headaches for organisers and
construction workers alike. Stratford was chosen as the preferred location, yet the project represented a
metamorphosis of an industrial wasteland into a gleaming high-tech multi-usage park. There was no doubt that
the spectacular spectacle of Jessica Ennis Hill, Mo Farah and Usain Bolt showcasing their talents to win
Olympic gold proved the stadium provided the right setting for history to be made. With the bright orange
flame watching on in the background, amongst 75, other spectators that is, athletes were bound to an ideal of
hope and dedication. The eyes of the world were on them. It is perhaps no different to what West Ham United
fans expect of their players. Same ground after all. Yet dig deeper and the cracks become thicker, caused by
the anger and resentment levelled by Hammers supporters at David Gold, David Sullivan and Karren Brady,
with the arena making more headlines off the pitch than on it. It is after all still an athletics stadium.
Everything all feels too distant. Juventus left the Stadio Delle Alpi in to make sure that the crowd never felt
too distant when the Italian side needed a boost from their own faithful. The same could even be said for
Barcelona in their re-design of the Camp Nou. With , all under one roof, a substantial majority of away teams
will shudder at the thought of facing the Catalan club. So the atmosphere is one downfall of the London
Stadium. Indeed, Hammers fans had a right to be infuriated when they were told no by organisers of the
stadium to change the colour surrounding the pitch to claret from green. Although the pitch is a standard
Premier League size of m x 68m, on occasions the background colour disorientated the players and made the
pitch bigger than it looked. The downside of being a tenant eh? To add to insult staff members have had to use
shuttle buses to get to different car parks due to construction for athletics events over previous summers.
Events like this continue to steadily build up anger. Then there is the issue of cost. On 1 December, London
mayor Sadiq Khan announced he had taken control of the stadium following the publication of a review that
was hugely critical of previous administrations. When the bidding process started in , all financial risk and
costs were taken on by the public sector. Then, the Olympic Delivery Authority never planned to build an
arena which could be used by a Premier League club, so decided to commission a design for temporary
seating, with the eventuality that it would turn into a 25, capacity athletics stadium. Yet it was decided by the
then Mayor Boris Johnson that the brand image left by such a move would not be a fitting legacy for the
message that London wanted to get across from the games, and instead formed the Olympic Park Legacy
Company to create a competitive bidding system for its future use. But subject to legal challenges the decision
was scrapped, and eventually it was decided, even before the application was accepted, that it would be the
public sector to take on these costs. All West Ham had to do was pay rent as tenants. To be clear this is not a
problem created by the club itself, yet supporters are angry of the way Gold, Brady and Sullivan viewed the
risks involved, with the stadium now creating more noise off the pitch than the home fans are in it.
Performances are improving under David Moyes but underlying issues with the stadium continue to distract
the football on it. And with others now starting to resurface, they cannot be called teething problems anymore.
The long-term hope was that it could be an arena fit for the Champions League. Now the danger is that it may
be one extraordinary expensive echo chamber in the Championship.
9: Pit Fights, Shadow Hearts, www.enganchecubano.com
Bartitsu is an eclectic martial art and self-defence method originally developed in England during the years , combining
elements of boxing, jujitsu, cane fighting, and French kickboxing.
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